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Editorial

Focus

Recovery continues

Dear reader
In the coming weeks, the US presidential
election will be the main focus of investors.
The recent past has taught us that such elections are highly unpredictable to the very end
and perhaps even beyond that in the current
situation. Much more important for the financial markets than the outcome of these elections, however, is whether the global economic recovery, which is still in its early
stages, will continue. In our view, both monetary and fiscal policy in most countries will
continue to support the recovery over the
coming years. It should therefore be worthwhile taking advantage of any periods of
weakness in financial markets to increase
the risk in portfolios.

Yours faithfully
Philipp E. Bärtschi, CFA
Chief Investment Officer

Review: High degree of uncertainty
Rising COVID-19 case numbers, a slowdown in
economic recovery and political uncertainties
weighed on risk assets in recent weeks. US equity markets in particular came under significant pressure in September due to a sharp setback in the technology sector, and suffered the
biggest losses since March of this year.

speed economy is emerging, with companies
reporting that production growth has been
boosted by rising demand, particularly from
export markets but also from the reopening of
retail in many countries, while the services
sector is under pressure.
Is the recovery over or just paused?
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Uncertainty among investors has increased
again and hedging costs remain historically
high. Due to the upcoming US elections, this is
likely to remain so.
Macro view: Additional US fiscal package
The economic outlook improved significantly
over the summer months. Macro data developed better than had been expected in spring.
However, this positive momentum slowed in
September. Purchasing managers' indices
revealed difficulties in maintaining the recent
strong momentum, especially in the service
sector. Even the strongest production growth
in two years could not change this. A two-
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The setbacks of the purchasing managers' indices in the service sector are probably directly
related to the COVID-19 case numbers which
are rising again. In Europe case numbers are
again close to the April highs, and investors
fear stricter containment measures, which
could stall the economic recovery. However,
governments are still trying to limit restrictions locally in order to minimize negative
effects on the economy. The damage to consumer confidence should therefore be limited,
and we regard the current weakness in some
indicators as a pause rather than the end of
the recovery. The global economic recovery
should continue, albeit at a slightly slower
pace. In the US, the speed will probably depend
mainly on when the next fiscal package is

passed. At the moment it does not look as if
this will be possible before the presidential
elections. Regardless of the outcome of the
election, however, we expect new fiscal policy
measures to come, which will give an additional boost to the recovery in the US at the beginning of next year.
Bonds: US Federal Reserve stands ready
Investors had hoped for an expansion of the
securities purchase program following the
presentation of the Fed's new policy framework at the end of August and were disappointed. However, the restraint at the September meeting does not mean that the Fed has
exhausted its monetary policy measures or
changed its strategy. For although the Fed has
been rather cautious of late and pointed out
the necessity of fiscal policy measures, it will
stand ready if necessary and thus continue to
limit adverse risks. Against this background,
credit should remain supported.
Stable credit risks
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Equities: Volatility to remain high
Equity markets have come under increased
selling pressure in recent weeks. The US technology sector in particular had to cope with
setbacks. Already in the summer months, the
sustainability of the equity market rally was increasingly questioned, as the strong price increases were limited to only a few sectors.
However, this differentiation was justified. After all, it was mainly these very sectors that
generated the most stable profits even after
the outbreak of the coronavirus crisis. And
this is unlikely to change in the foreseeable
future. Especially in times of high uncertainty,
investors want stable and predictable profits.
In this respect, cyclical sectors are currently
still at a disadvantage. Corporate profits have
fallen by around 30% this year. The recovery
from this dramatic decline will continue, but
will probably be unevenly distributed. Some
sectors will find it easier to adapt to the new
economic reality than others. Technology and
healthcare companies remain at an advantage in this respect.
Equities: Europe with catch-up potential
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Risk premiums for corporate bonds, both investment grade and high yield, have already
remained fairly stable during the recent risk
off movement. We continue to take a positive
view on high yield and emerging market
bonds in particular and expect credit spreads
to stabilize at the current level.

At a regional level, we remain overweight in
Europe. The region has catch-up potential
and in the medium term, fiscal policy
measures should have a positive impact - despite rising COVID-19 case numbers and political uncertainty regarding the UK's withdrawal from the European Union. The diversi-
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Asset Allocation: Take advantage of corrections
The crucial question for investors is whether
the recent decline in share prices is merely a
healthy correction following a very strong
stock market rally or whether it is the beginning of a sustained period of weakness. We
assume the former. The recent turmoil in capital markets shows no signs of underlying
stress factors. This is also indicated by stable
credit spreads. In addition, the risk profile has
improved significantly, after market participants were extremely optimistic about the future in August and the potential for disappointment was correspondingly higher. We
have therefore used the recent correction to
increase our equity exposure to Neutral. Although equity market volatility is likely to remain elevated, we remain constructive and
expect the cyclical recovery to continue. As
emerging market regions in particular should
benefit from this, we remain overweight in the
region. In the bond segment, we have recently
reduced investment grade bonds with high duration, as we expect yields to gradually rise, but
remain overweight in high yield and emerging
market bonds. We also remain overweight in
convertible bonds due to their favourable risk
profile and other alternative investments for
diversification in the portfolio.
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Attractiveness of individual investments
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fied character of European equity markets offers attractive options for the next leg of the
economic recovery.
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Disclaimer/Important Information
This document has been prepared by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd (“Bank”) for information purposes only. It is not the result of financial research
conducted. Therefore, the “Directives on the Independence of Financial Research” of the Swiss Bankers Association do not apply to this document.
This document is based on publicly available information and data (“the Information”) believed to be correct, accurate and complete. The Bank
has not verified and is unable to guarantee the accuracy and completeness of the Information contained herein. Possible errors or incompleteness of the Information do not constitute legal grounds (contractual or tacit) for liability, either with regard to direct, indirect or consequential
damages. In particular, neither the Bank nor its shareholders and employees shall be liable for the views contained in this document. Third
party data providers make no warranties or representations of any kind relating to the accuracy, completeness or timeliness of the data provided and shall have no liability for any damages of any kind relating to such data.
This document does not constitute a request or offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell investment instruments or services. It should
not be considered as a substitute for individual advice and risk disclosure by a qualified financial, legal or tax advisor. You are reminded to read
all relevant documentation before making any investment, including risk warnings, and to seek any specialist financial or tax advice that you
need. You are not permitted to pass this document on to others, apart from your professional advisers. If you have received it in error please
return or destroy it.
Past performance is no indication of current or future performance. Investments in foreign currencies are subject to exchange rate fluctuations.
Exchange rate risk will apply if the investor’s reference currency is not the same as the investment currency. Information containing forecasts
are intended for information purpose only and are neither projections nor guarantees for future results and could differ significantly for various
reasons from actual performance. The views and opinions contained in this document, along with the quoted figures, data and forecasts, may
be subject to change without notice. There is no obligation on the part of Bank or any other person to update the content of this document. The
Bank does not accept any liability whatsoever for losses arising from the use of the Information (or parts thereof) contained in this document.
Neither this document nor any copy thereof may be sent to or taken into the United States or distributed in the United States or to a US person.
This information is not directed to any person in any jurisdiction where (by reason of that person’s nationality, residence or otherwise) such
distribution is prohibited and may only be distributed in countries where its distribution is legally permitted.
Source: MSCI
The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or redisseminated in any form and may not be used as a
basis for or a component of any financial instruments or products or indices. None of the MSCI information is intended to constitute investment
advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data
and analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information
is provided on an “as is” basis and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this information. MSCI, each of its
affiliates and each other person involved in or related to compiling, computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”)
expressly disclaims all warranties (including, without limitation, any warranties of originality, accuracy, completeness, timeliness, non-infringement, merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose) with respect to this information. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event
shall any MSCI Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive, consequential (including, without limitation, lost
profits) or any other damages. (www.msci.com)
Source: ICE Data Indices, LLC
Source ICE Data Indices, LLC (“ICE DATA”), is used with permission. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third party suppliers disclaim
any and all warranties and representations, express and/or implied, including any warranties of merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose or use, including the indices, index data and any data included in, related to, or derived therefrom. neither ICE Data, its affiliates or their
respective third party providers shall not be subject to any damages or liability with respect to the adequacy, accuracy, timeliness or completeness of the indices or the index data or any component thereof, and the indices and index data and all components thereof are provided on an
“as is” basis and your use is at your own risk. ICE Data, its affiliates and their respective third party suppliers do not sponsor, endorse, or
recommend Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd, or any of its products or services.
Source: S&P Dow jones Indices LLC
The "[INDEX]" is a product of S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC or its affiliates (“SPDJI”) and [Third Party Licensor], and has been licensed for use by
[Licensee]. Standard & Poor’s® and S&P® are registered trademarks of Standard & Poor’s Financial Services LLC (“S&P”); Dow Jones® is a
registered trademark of Dow Jones Trademark Holdings LLC (“Dow Jones”); [Third Party Licensor Trademarks] are trademarks of the [Third
Party Licensor] and these trademarks have been licensed for use by SPDJI and sublicensed for certain purposes by [Licensee]. [Licensee's
Product(s)] is not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by SPDJI, Dow Jones, S&P, their respective affiliates, or [Third Party Licensor] and
none of such parties make any representation regarding the advisability of investing in such product(s) nor do they have any liability for any
errors, omissions, or interruptions of the [Index].
Distribution Information
Unless stated otherwise this document is distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Ltd (Switzerland).
The Bahamas: This publication is circulated to private clients of Bank J. Safra Sarasin (Bahamas) Ltd, and is not intended for circulation to
nationals or citizens of The Bahamas or a person deemed ‘resident’ in The Bahamas for the purposes of exchange control by the Central Bank
of The Bahamas.
Dubai International Financial Centre (DIFC): This material is intended to be distributed by Bank J. Safra Sarasin Asset Management (Middle
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This material may also include Funds which are not subject to any form of regulation or approval by the Dubai Financial Services Authority
(“DFSA”). The DFSA has no responsibility for reviewing or verifying any Issuing Document or other documents in connection with these Funds.
Accordingly, the DFSA has not approved the Issuing Document or any other associated documents nor taken any steps to verify the information
set out in the Issuing Document, and has no responsibility for it. The Units to which the Issuing Document relates may be illiquid and/or subject
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Germany: This publication/information is being distributed in Germany by J. Safra Sarasin (Deutschland) GmbH, Kirchnerstraße 6-8, 60311
Frankfurt am Main, for information purposes only and does not lodge claim to completeness of product characteristics. Insofar as information
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that an investment entails. In order to provide you with a final investment recommendation that is tailored to your specific situation, we need
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